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Abstract— Implementing the Artificial Intelligence concept in higher education can be utilized in the context of Human Resource (HR) 

talent management. The lecturer portfolio provided by the Integrated Resource Information System (SISTER DIKTI) is expected to 

give an overview of the profiles of all lecturers and map competencies based on groups of fields of knowledge. However, the map of 

scientific fields based on SISTER data currently available is still subjective. The data is in the form of a group of lecturers' chosen fields 

of science, independently selected by each lecturer to recognize their expertise. This study discusses the problem of processing 

unstructured SISTER data. It looks for mapping solutions and classification methods by developing a strategy for classifying groups of 

scientific fields from unstructured data input. It is necessary to identify the suitability of the chosen field of science compared to that 

developed through the tri-dharma through identification based on a mapping of the group of fields that can be extracted from the tri-

dharma activity, in this case, research represented by scientific publications recorded on SISTER. Therefore, we need an appropriate 

model to measure similarity, which can then be classified based on abstract documents and scientific publication titles for the 

classification of scientific fields using NLP based on classification run on DGX A100. This study aims to develop a classification method 

from titles and abstracts. Scientific publications contained in SISTER are unstructured data, so a corpus is formed to identify the 

lecturer's field of science. The results show that the classification method developed in this study can measure the similarity of lecturer 

publications based on abstracts and titles through a vector formation process based on bidirectional encoders and also produces a deep 

learning model to classify 24 categories of fields of science with an accuracy of 95,0345 percent on training data and 92.876 percent on 

the test data. 
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I. INTRODUCTION

Digital transformation. The application of Artificial 

Intelligence (AI) and Big Data in higher education institutions 

may speed the digitization of institutional tasks such as human 
resource management. The purpose of digitizing human 

resource management is to regulate all actions and policies 

linked to selection, development, training, rewards, and 

incentives to achieve higher education institutions' goals. 

Lecturer career development is part of human resource 

management in educational institutions. Human resource 

management in educational institutions might concentrate on 

evaluating teacher performance to make appropriate 

recommendations and increase the competency of teachers 

and lecturers [1].  

Through the Integrated Resource Information System 

(SISTER DIKTI), the Ministry of Education, Culture, 

Research, and Technology's Directorate General of Higher 

Education facilitates academic documentation and lecturer 

competence. SISTER overviews all lecturers' profiles and 

maps competencies based on knowledge domains. To 
recognize their knowledge, each professor must freely select 

the data recorded on SISTER. 

Conducting research and publishing, part of the higher 

education tri-dharma can help lecturers increase their abilities 

and areas of expertise. Lecturers can study themes or 

problems related to their fields and multidisciplinary topics in 

interrelated fields. Data must be processed into the models 
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needed to objectively determine lecturers' abilities to classify 

transdisciplinary research and publications. 

Several document categorization research studies have 

been conducted, including constructing community detection 

models. For text classification, further research on Random 

Multimodal Deep Learning for Classification integrates CNN, 

DNN, and RNN [2]. The training data distribution can be 

described using research on text categorization utilizing 

Naive Bayes on the frequency normalization of word 

terminology [3].  
So far, similarity measures have been based on word vector 

data, in which each word is encoded independently without 

regard for the words before and after it. This can lead to 

misunderstandings about the role of the word in the sentence. 

The Bidirectional Encoder Representations From 

Transformers (BERT) approach was developed by Jacob 

Devlin, Ming-Wei Chang, Kenton Lee, and Kristina 

Toutanova to train an immersive two-way representation of 

unlabeled text [4]. 

BERT is an artificial neural network-based pre-training 

technique for Natural Language Processing (NLP), which 
aims to make it easier for computers to understand language 

like humans. The BERT pre-training model can be fine-tuned 

with just one additional output layer for advanced modeling 

of various tasks, such as language inference queries, without 

any substantial task-specific architectural modifications. 

Research related to the BERT model is done by fine-tuning 

using the top layer of the BERT model for text classification 

[5]. 

By establishing a technique for identifying scientific 

groups from unstructured data input, this research covers the 

processing of unstructured SISTER data and explores 
mapping solutions and classification approaches. 

Documentation of lecturer records at SISTER in the form of 

a portfolio of tri-dharma activities in higher education 

represented by scientific publications. As a result, we require 

an appropriate model to evaluate similarity, which is then 

classified based on abstract papers and scientific publication 

titles to classify scientific areas using NLP (Natural Language 

Processing) based classification, which is performed on the 

DGX A100. 

II. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

A. Bert 

Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers 

is a learned language representation created in 2018 by 

Google AI Language researchers. Bert was created using 

Deep Learning approaches and various methods, including 

semi-supervised learning, OpenAI Transformers, ULMFiT, 

ELMo, and Transformers. 

BERT is intended to practice in-depth two-way 

representation of unlabeled text across all levels by co-

conditioning on left and right contexts. Without modifying 
substantial task-specific architecture changes, BERT pre-

training models can be fine-tuned with just one additional 

output layer to generate cutting-edge models for various tasks, 

such as question answering and language inference. 

Many natural language processing tasks have been proven 

to benefit from language model pre-training [6]–[9]. These 

include sentence-level tasks like natural language inference 

[10], [11] and paraphrasing [12], which aim to predict 

relationships between sentences by analyzing them 

holistically, as well as token-level tasks like recognizing 

named entities and answering questions, in which models 

must produce fine-grained output at the token level [13], [14]. 

There are two approaches to establishing pre-training 

language representations for downstream tasks: feature-based 

and fine-tuning. Feature-based approaches, such as ELMo [9], 

employ a task-specific architecture with trained 

representations as an additional feature. Fine-tuning 
techniques, such as the OpenAI GPT [7], introduce a few task-

specific parameters and train on downstream tasks 

exclusively by fine-tuning all pre-trained parameters. Both 

approaches use a unidirectional language model to examine 

shared language representations during pre-training and have 

the same objective function. 

B. Transformers 

Transformer is a mechanism for investigating the 
contextual links between words in text [15]. The Transformer 

can understand and convert the understanding received 

through a mechanism known as the self-attention mechanism, 

which is the Transformer's method of transforming the 

"understanding" of other similar words into words that the 

mechanism will process. As with the Transformer, there are 

two mechanisms: the Encoder reads all text input 

simultaneously, and the Decoder produces a predicted output 

sequence. Figure 1 depicts a representation of the Encoder and 

Decoder. 

 
Fig. 1  Encoder and Decoder 

 

The BERT model's architecture is a multi-layer 

bidirectional Transformer, similar to the original Transformer 
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implementation, although it only employs a process up to the 

encoder. 

C. Unsupervised Featured Based Approach 

For decades, this approach to generally applicable word 

representation has been a focus of research, including non-

neural approaches [16]–[20]. Trained word embedding is an 

essential component of current NLP systems, improving 
learning embedding from scratch [21]. A left-to-right 

language modeling objective [22] was utilized for pre-training 

word insertion vectors and to identify proper words from 

erroneous words in left and right contexts [19]. This method 

has been extended to coarser details such as sentence 

embedding [23], [24] or paragraph embedding [25]. Previous 

research has used the objective of ranking next-sentence 

candidates to train sentence representation [24], [26], left-to-

right production of the following phrase's words based on a 

representation of the preceding sentence [23] or omit the auto-

encoder derivation objective [27].  

D. Unsupervised Fine-Tuning Approach 

This method employs trained word insertion parameters 

derived from unlabeled text [28]. The benefit of this technique 
is that some parameters must be learned from the ground up. 

Because of these benefits, OpenAI GPT [7] has already 

obtained cutting-edge performance on various sentence-level 

problems from the GLUE benchmark [29]. For pre-training 

the model, left-to-right language modeling and auto-encoder 

objectives were utilized [6]–[8]. The BERT framework 

consists of two steps: pre-training and fine-tuning. 

 

 
Fig. 2  Pre-Training and Fine-Tuning Procedures on Bert 

 

The hallmark of BERT is its unified architecture across a 
wide range of tasks. There are minimal differences between 

pre-trained architecture and final downstream architecture. 

The BERT architectural model is a multi-layer bidirectional 

Transformer encoder based on the original implementation 

described in [15]. Representation of Input/Output To enable 

BERT to perform various downstream tasks, our input 

representation may unambiguously represent a single phrase 
and a pair of sentences (e.g., Question, Answer) in a single 

token sequence. A "sentence" in this paper can be an arbitrary 

range of contiguous texts rather than an actual language 

sentence. A "sequence" is a set of input tokens to a BERT that 

can be one sentence or two sentences combined. 

 

 

Fig. 3  Representation of Bert's Input. 

 

E. Feature-based Approach with Bert 

All previous BERT outcomes used a fine-tuning approach 

in which a simple classification layer is added to the pre-

trained model, and all parameters are jointly modified for the 

downstream task. However, the feature-based technique, 

which extracts fixed features from a pre-trained model, has 

some advantages. Not all jobs are easily represented by 

Transformer's encoder design, necessitating extra task-

specific model architectures. Second, there is a significant 

computational benefit to generating expensive training data 

representations once and then performing several tests with 

less costly models after these representations. 
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Fig. 4  Differences in Pre-training Model Architecture. 

 

BERT uses a bidirectional transformer, and OpenAI GPT 

uses left-to-right transformers. ELMo generates features for 

downstream tasks by using independently trained left-to-right 

and right-to-left LSTM sets. Only the BERT representations 

are co-conditioned across all layers in the left and right 

contexts. Aside from architectural distinctions, BERT and 

OpenAI GPT are fine-tuning approaches, whereas ELMo is 

feature-based. 

The Multi-Genre Natural Language Inference (MNLI) task 

is a large-scale crowdsourcing entailment classification 

problem [11]. The purpose is to predict whether the second 

phrase is an entailment, contradiction, or neutral concerning 

the first. QQP Quora Question Pairs is a binary classification 

problem in which Chen et al. seek to evaluate whether two 

Quora questions are semantically identical (2017). The QNLI 

Question Natural Language Inference is a binary 

classification task based on a variant of the Stanford Question 

Answering Dataset [14]. A positive example is a pair of 

(questions or sentences) with a correct answer, while a 

negative example is a pair of (questions or phrases) from the 

same paragraph that does not contain an answer. 

 

 

Fig. 5  Fine-Tuning Bert illustrations on a variety of different tasks 

 

Stanford Sentiment SST-2 Treebank is a binary single-

sentence classification challenge consisting of sentences 

derived from film reviews with human comments on their 

moods [31]. CoLA The Corpus of Linguistic Acceptability is 

a binary single sentence classification problem aimed at 

predicting whether or not an English sentence is linguistically 

"accepted" STS-B The Semantic Textual Similarity 

Benchmark is a set of sentence pairs derived from news 
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headlines and other sources [32]. They are scored from 1 to 5, 

indicating how close the two sentences are in terms of 

semantic significance. The Microsoft Research Partial Corpus 

(MRPC) comprises pairs of sentences retrieved mechanically 

from online news sources, with human annotations indicating 

whether the sentences in pairs are semantically identical [12]. 

RTE Recognizing Textual Entailment is a binary task similar 

to MNLI but requires much less training material. Winograd 

NLI (Winograd Natural Language Inference) is a tiny natural 

language inference dataset. According to the GLUE website, 
there are issues with the data set's design, and any trained 

system submitted to GLUE performs lower than the 65.1 

baseline accuracy in predicting the majority class. 

The following chart clearly illustrates the method used in 

this research. Figure 6 shows titles and abstract writings as 

components employed in scientific publications. These two 

components describe the scientific publication's substance. 

Document classification comprises a vocabulary selection 

step based on the abstract title of a journal document that may 

appear in the document and become a representation of the 

document itself. The BERT stage will undertake pre-training 
on the vocabulary padding results. 

 

 
Fig. 6  Process Block. 

 

Similarity and classification coding are steps performed in 

BERT, especially by transforming a text from the title and 

abstract into a vector. BERT is a Minimum Viable Product 

(MVP) NLP; BERT's ability to embed the meaning of words 

into dense vectors is called a dense vector because each value 

in the vector has a value from the title and abstract and has 

contextual values to be in the word from the title and abstract. 

F. Data Collection 

The SISTER database, linked to the SINTA application 

(sinta.kemdikbud.go.id) and various other applications within 

the Directorate General of Higher Education, is used to gather 

or acquire data for scientific publications. Publication data is 

supplied in scientific journals, conferences, book chapters, 

research reports, and other similar publications. In this study, 

the data was gathered solely from scholarly works in journals, 

with each piece of information accompanied by a title and 

abstract. The first step in the acquisition procedure is to return 

data and clean it using the technique depicted in Figure 7. Stop 

word removal is the process of deleting non-essential words 

from text processing, such as punctuation marks, hyphens, 
and other symbols [33]. 

 

 
Fig. 7  Data Acquisition and Data Cleanup Algorithm 

 

G. Making a Corpus 

The corpus is created by gathering scientific abstract data 

from SINTA and the Garuda Portal, where the data collected 

includes the title of the article, the author's name, the field of 
research stated by the author, and the abstract. Creating a 

dictionary will create a BoW, which will be used as a feature 

in the categorization process later. The corpus is built based 

on similarity, with the corpus's findings already having 

similar unified dictionaries. A diagram for creating a corpus 

algorithm and one for making a corpus using the BERT model 

are shown below. 
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Fig. 8  Diagram of Corpus Creation 

 

 

Fig. 9  Algorithm of Corpus Creation  

 

 

Fig. 10  Diagram of BERT Mode Corpus Creation 

 

H. Classification 

The classification process is a Machine Learning function 

that seeks to develop a predictive model for a class or category 

by including a set of qualities (also known as features) used 

to make predictions. The classification method is used to 

classify scientific fields. The result of the annotation process 

quantified in the annotation code, is employed on the 

document representation side (Feature Descriptor). This is 
true for all documents used throughout the training period. 

The goal of the training phase is to create a model that can 

distinguish between shapes or supersets that are included in 

particular object classes/categories and those that are not. In 

this phase, the training set prepared is a document that has 

been represented in vector form which contains the annotation 

code and the class label it should be. 
As a classification method, the proposed algorithm is 

applicable. The suggested approach uses the semantic 

annotation features created during the mapping process. 

This stage begins with developing a classification algorithm 

that begins with codifying the semantic structure established 

during the mapping procedure. Build a generic structure for 

each category based on the training data that supersets all 
training data in that category. In addition to the structure's 

creation, the training procedure determines the structure's 

weight and width limits. The suggested algorithm's training 

data diagram is illustrated in the following figure. 

SCIENTIFIC ARTICLE 

ABSTRACTION DOCUMENT DATA 

DICTIONARY GENERATION 

SIMILARITY-BASED CORPUS GENERATION 

DOCUMENT 

DATA 

ABSTRACTION 
AND LABELING 

CORPUS-BASED 

VECTOR 

FORMATION 

PUBLICATION OF 

SCIENTIFIC 

ARTICLES 

BERT MODEL 

FORMATION 

PRETRAINING 

MODEL BERT 

BERT ARTICLE 

MODEL 
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Fig. 11  Training Diagrams 

 

The testing phase is when the classifier created during 

training is tested against a new document. The extraction 

technique, document representation, and other aspects are 

identical to those in the training phase data preparation, in 

which the document is cleaned by preprocessing before being 

extracted in the same manner as in the training phase. 
 

A. Evaluation or Testing 

The testing process for measuring classification outcomes 

using the BERT approach involves testing the accuracy and 

success rate of text classification using the BERT model 

established in the previous process. The diagram is shown in 

Figure 12 below. 

 

Fig. 12  Training Diagrams 

 

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION  

This part will detail the outcomes of the preceding section's 

process. Each stage will be detailed, including data collection, 

vocabulary building, the training procedure, and classification 

outcomes. 

A. Data Collection 

The data for this research came from the SISTER database. 

The publishing statistics used in this study are based on the 

articles covering the most expertise domains, as shown in 

Table 1 below. The total number of publications received is 

23,444, with 3,865 authors in 35 branches of research. The 

selection of these 24 disciplines is based on the distribution of 

the number of articles, which is more than 200 per branch of 

study, with the aim that the proportions will be sufficient to 

train each class. The table contains detailed information. 

Table 2 and Figure 13 show the distribution of articles by 

category. 

TABLE I 

EXAMPLE OF REPOSITORY DATA 

Id Title Knowledge Field 

757134 Development of Low Power Carbon Monoxide (CO) Monitoring System Using State Machine Method Computer Science & IT 
757135 Lovebird Feed Composition Optimization Using Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) Algorithm Computer Science & IT 
757137 Implementation of Complementary Filter in the Design of Feeding Aid for Parkinson's Patients Computer Science & IT 
757139 Development of Medical Record Web Application Case Study of RSIA. Prof. Dr. H. M. Farid Makassar Computer Science & IT 
757142 Implementation of a Web-based Electricity Power Monitoring System and WebSocket Communication 

Protocol 
Computer Science & IT 

757143 Optimization of Traveling Salesman Problem on School Transportation Using Genetic Algorithm (Case 
Study: MI Salafiyah Kasim School Blitar) 

Computer Science & IT 

757144 Comparative Analysis of the Performance of Multi-Copy and Single-Copy Routing Protocols Based on 
Node Mobility on Delay Tolerant Networks 

Computer Science & IT 

757146 Implementation of Dynamic Difficulty Adjustment in Racing Game Using Behavior Tree Method Computer Science & IT 

TABLE II 

NUMBER OF ARTICLES DISTRIBUTION 

Knowledge Field Category Total 

Economics Econometrics & Finance 382 

Education 1325 
Social Sciences 335 

Computer Science & IT 1522 
Agriculture Biological Sciences & Forestry 935 
Mathematics 1042 
Earth & Planetary Sciences 702 

Law Crime Criminology & Criminal Justice 93 

Chemical Engineering Chemistry & Bioengineering 622 

Document Parsing & 

Preprocessing 
Annotation Representation 

Train Classifier Result Classifier 

Abstraction and Labeling Document Test Data 

Corpus-based Vector Formation Scientific 

Article Publication Test Data 

Bert's Article Module Testing Results 
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Knowledge Field Category Total 

Public Health 986 
Medicine & Pharmacology 522 
Neuroscience 107 

Arts 189 
Civil Engineering Building Construction & Architecture 430 
Nursing 184 
Electrical & Electronics Engineering 480 

Immunology & Microbiology 227 
Health Professions 625 
Decision Sciences Operations Research & Management 389 
Language Linguistic Communication & Media 262 
Biochemistry Genetics & Molecular Biology 224 
Sports Science 144 
Library & Information Science 199 
Religion 144 

 

 

Fig. 13  Publication Data taken from SISTER 

TABLE III 

FIELD OF SCIENCE CATEGORY 

Label Knowledge Field Category 

0 Economics Econometrics & Finance 
1 Education 
2 Social Sciences 
3 Computer Science & IT 
4 Agriculture Biological Sciences & Forestry 
5 Mathematics 
6 Earth & Planetary Sciences 

8 Law Crime Criminology & Criminal Justice 
9 Chemical Engineering Chemistry & Bioengineering 
10 Public Health 
11 Medicine & Pharmacology 
12 Neuroscience 
13 Arts 
14 Civil Engineering Building Construction & Architecture 
15 Nursing 
16 Electrical & Electronics Engineering 
17 Immunology & microbiology 
18 Health Professions 
21 Decision Sciences Operations Research & Management 
22 Language Linguistic Communication & Media 
23 Biochemistry Genetics & Molecular Biology 

26 Sports Science 
28 Library & Information Science 
34 Religion 
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After data collection, the data cleaning technique resulted 

in a vocabulary of 65,273 words. The obtained words are 

converted into tokens representing all the words in the data. 

Several features are not employed because of the omission of 

stop words and terms that are not even directly related to the 

publication's title. Table 4 shows the generated vocabulary. 
 

 
Fig. 14  Examples of Vocabulary Words 

B. Making a Corpus 

The BERT approach creates a corpus using published data 

collected. The constructed corpus, known as the BERT article, 

forms a token that will be employed in the categorization 

process. BERT's token will generate a vocabulary derivative 

that counts using the exact substring. Table 4 shows an 

example of a token generated. The tokens generated have 

considered the partial use of frequently used terms, reducing 
the cost of categorization computations. The token can be 

observed in hashtag tokens.

TABLE IV 

EXAMPLE OF VOCABULARY TOKEN 

[PAD] ##tas ##ura disi ##yakan mit ##yyah ##yn 

[EOS] ##le ##tri diba ##yak mili ##yam ##xi 

[UNK] ##ian ##ten dial ##wati menca ##wer ##wn 

[CLS] ##ti ##ster dia ##wal media ##wah ##wl 

[SEP] ##et ##son df ##vasi medi ##uta ##wit 

[MASK] ##ga ##rin db ##uku manu ##usia ##was 

##s ##aan ##ness dalam ##uksi mal ##uni ##ware 

##an ##la ##las cu ##trak mad ##uat ##uskan 

##i ##ce ##he ci ##tivitas lea ##tul ##uma 

##nya ##lah ##ft cha ##tip lap ##tuh ##ulkan 

##a ##tor ##fa cb ##tia lam ##truksi ##uang 

##n ##sis ##esi bu ##tama kun ##tim ##tro 

##kan ##ve ##ep bo ##sma kar ##tam ##tn 

##t ##un ##ee bin ##sip kala ##sya ##tasnya 

##e ##ai ##dang berse ##sida iv ##sum ##tannya 

##k ##am ##bah at ##sana ini ##stasi ##su 

 

The next stage is the feature descriptor formation process. 

In Figure 15, the results of the feature descriptors obtained 

from the collection of publications are described. It can be 

seen below that the formation of a dictionary produces a 

vector consisting of a collection of words in a scientific article 

with the frequency of the word. 

 
Fig. 15  Dictionary 
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The next procedure is the formation of the corpus, which is 

obtained from word frequency. In this procedure, a corpus is 

formed on the basis of similarity, where words with similar 

meanings have the same value. Figure 16 depicts the 

outcomes of the corpus creation. The generated corpus is 

referred to as the BERT article. 
 

 

Fig. 16  Bert Article Generation 

 

C. Classification Result 

The following is the classification results utilizing several 
methods, including SVM, Naive Bayes, and Deep Learning, 

with diverse outcomes. 

 

 

 

Fig. 17  Test Results using the SVM Algorithm 
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Fig. 18  Test Results using the Naive Bayes Algorithm 

 

Fig. 19  Test results using the Deep Learning Algorithm and Rectifier activities 

 

Fig. 20  Trial Results using Maxout activities. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Methods for identifying scientific fields have been 

developed through research. The BERT classification method 

forms the corpus, which was produced from the BERT Model 

article. This research also successfully identified scientific 

disciplines based on abstracts and titles from the scholarly 

publications of 23.499 lecturers. The method used to 

determine the level of similarity on research topics of 

lecturers' scientific publications yielded a level of accuracy in 

the test set of 92.876 from the training test 95.0345time, 

system throughput, and energy consumption), demonstrating 

that the RGL scheme outperforms well-known RSSI-based 

schemes. 
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